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Basic Forklift Safety Rules 

 

Pre operational check 
 
The Operator must complete a pre-operational check of the forklift to ensure that it is safe to 
operate prior to use. Once seated on the forklift you need to depress the brake pedal to check 
operation, and ensure you have a hard brake. If the pedal is not firm this could indicate a fault with 
the braking system. 
 

Safe working area 
 
One of the first rules that a forklift operator must adhere to is to maintain a 3 metre circle of safety 
at all times. This is to ensure that the forklift operator is aware of the proximity of any pedestrians 
near the forklift. 
 

Seatbelt 
 
If fitted, forklift operators must use the seatbelt at all times. Failure to do so could lead to you being 
fined, whether or not an incident has occurred. Remember the seatbelt is to ensure your personal 
safety if an incident should occur. 
 

Correct fork height 
 
When travelling, loaded or unloaded, the fork tines must be no higher than the axle height of the 
forklift and tilted slightly backwards. This is to ensure load stability when loaded, and aid visiablity 
when unladen. 
 

Entering/Exiting the forklift 
 
When climbing onto the forklift you must do so from the left hand side only, and use 3 points of 
contact. When exiting the forklift you must face the forklift and step down backwards, maintaining 3 
points of contact. This ensures in the event of a slip or fall, you fall towards the forklift and not out 
into the path of approaching vehicles. 
 

Rated Capacity 
 
To find the rated capacity of the forklift you must refer to the rated capacity/load plate which will 
give you the correct maximum weight for various load centres. This load plate is a legal requirement 
on a forklift and must be accurate & legible.  
 

Travelling on slopes 
 
When travelling with a load, either up or down a slope, the carried load must always be on the high 
side. When travelling down a slope without a load the fork tines should face down the slope. 
 

Forklift operator certificate 

Your forklift operator certificate is valid for a period of 3 years from the date of training. You are 

required to have your forklift certificate wallet card with you whenever you are operating a forklift. 



What is a road? 

According to the Land Transport Act 1998, a legal definition of a road is very broad. The act states: 
 

It includes streets, motorways, beaches, a place to which the public have access (whether as 
of right or not), bridges, culverts, ferries, fords that form part of a street or motorway, and all 
sites where a vehicle may be weighed for the purposes of the Land Transport Act. The 
definition includes locations where there are access to operations such as distribution centres 
with fenced forecourts but when the gates are open. 

  

How can access be restricted? 

Access may be restricted by many devices including any or all of the following: 

Security checks (e.g.: guards or controlled barriers). 
Some form of physical barrier, fencing, gates, and barrier arms. 

 
 

Vehicle requirement when operating on a road: 
 
To legally operate a forklift on a road the vehicle MUST have the following: 

 
Current licence label (registration sticker). 
Current warrant of fitness. 
A valid registration plate. 
A load plate which specifies the manufacturers Maximum load capacity of the machine. 

 
 

Legal requirement for the operator when using a forklift on a road: 
 

When operating any forklift with a gross laden weight, GLW (total weight of machine & load) 
of up to 18,000Kgs, you must have a full class 1 New Zealand drivers’ licence and a F 
endorsement. 
 
When operating any forklift with a GLW in excess of 18,000Kgs, you must have a full class 2 
New Zealand drivers’ licence and a F endorsement. 

 

Documents explaining legal requirements for operating a forklift on a road: 
 
The Road Code is where you can find plain English interpretation of the Land Transport Act (road 
user) Rule 2004. 
 
The Land Transport (driver licensing) Rule 199 is where to find the licence And F endorsement 
requirements for those wanting to operate a forklift on a road. 
 
Approved code of practice for training operators and instructors of powered industrial lift trucks is 
where you find the requirements for training operators of forklifts. 
 
The forklift manufacturers operating & maintenance manual is where you would find the forklift 
maintenance and servicing schedule. 
 
  



Parking: 
 
Use an authorised parking area when one is available. Ideally the forklift should be parked on flat 
surface, well clear of entries and exits, and not obstructing pedestrians, pathways, access to 
emergency equipment, or first aid cabinets. Lower the fork tines to the ground and tilt the mast so 
that the tips touch the ground, but the fork heels do not. Apply the parking brake, straighten the 
steer wheels, turn off the ignition. Remove the keys. If it is LPG powered, then also close the supply 
valve on the LPG bottle.  
 
 

Railway lines: 
 
Some time when driving on the road you will need to traverse railway lines (train or tram tracks). If 
you have need to cross railway lines, then there are some specific points to be aware of. 
 

Always check carefully before proceeding. Check it is clear and check again. 
Make sure the tracks are the same height as the road surface. Forklifts have very limited 
ground clearance, and ‘belly out’ easily. 
Always cross the tracks SLOWLY and at a 45degree angle. This will lower the chance of losing 
stability.  

 

General Hazards: 
 
Road conditions: Potholes, wet areas, cracks in the road, speed bumps, and steep slopes are all 
potential hazards which may cause you to lose control. ALWAYS travel at an appropriate speed. 
 
 Weather conditions: Heavy rain, low light conditions, fog or mist can greatly reduce visibility, and 
cause surfaces to become slippery due to reduced friction. In these conditions reduce your speed. 
Use of additional lighting may also be required. 
 
Other road users: Cars, cyclists, and pedestrians can be very unpredictable. Be aware of this and 
allow for the unexpected. When driving a forklift on a road, consideration of other road users is very 
important. Take care and do not unnecessarily impede traffic flows. Remember to allow for extra 
space when moving into or across traffic lanes. Temporary warning signs, traffic cones, hazards 
beacons, a spotter (another person that is not on the forklift but in a position to aid guidance) & high 
visibility clothing, as well as appropriate use of the vehicles horn & lights are all things be utilised to 
ensure everyone’s safety and ensure that other road users become aware of you. 
 
 
 
 
 

Safety Is No Accident 



 

 

Forklift Dimensions: 
 
Height: When operating on the road the maximum height of the forklift and load is 4.3 metres or 
lower to clear any legal overhead obstacles, such as power lines, bridges, overpasses, etc. If you are 
operating with a total height of 4.3 metres and you come to such an obstacle that is only 4 metres 
high, then your maximum operating height becomes the height of the obstacle.  
 
Width: The maximum total vehicle width is 2.55 metres or 1.275 metres from the longitudinal 
centre line of the vehicle. If your load is at the maximum 2.55 metres wide, the load must be 
positioned equally across the vehicle so that outer edges of the load does not exceed 1.275 metres 
from the vehicle centre line. 
 
The maximum distance a load may extend past side of a forklift is 200mm. 
 
The maximum front overhang is 3 metres. This measurement is to be taken from the front of the 
drivers’ seat when the seat is positioned in its most rearward setting.  
 
The maximum weight allowed on a standard single tired front axle is 6000Kgs. 
 
The maximum weight allowed on any axle with twin tyres is 8200Kgs, unless otherwise specified by 
the manufacturer.  
 
  



 

 

Required documentation for F endorsement: 

All trainees sitting F endorsement must provide the following on the day of the course: 

New Zealand Drivers’ licence, Full class 1.  
NZQA ID or National Student Number. 

 
Be aware that many people will have a NZQA ID or NSN # and have no knowledge of it. 
 
Please ensure you have your number prior to attending the course. 
 

To check if you have a number or to confirm you have the correct NZQA ID or NSN number, 
please phone 0800 697 296 (during normal business hours).   
 
If you have checked and do not have a number, we will enrol you on the day. 
 


